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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this research rilas to field test a prototJipe automated road inspection system. The results of this
comprehensive testing are discussed in this report, along with improvements previously made to the system based on
these results. This economical, high-speed road inspection system was developed to detect out-of-plane roadway surface

distress. The system uses the shadow moiré method and me¿sures both vertical surface displacement and changes in
slope of surface dist¡ess. Both these parameters arc important in determining the severity of certain tlpes of roadway

surface distress.

Unlike t¡aditional methods of road inspection, in which a lane of a roadway is closed temporarily and inspectors walk
along the roadway to search for surface distress, the automated road inspection system relies on video and distance

tracking systems housed in a moving vehicle. The prototlpe road inspection vehicle used in this resea¡ch was an
enclosed uni-axle trailer, which can acquire road surface distress information at speeds in excess of 88 km/hr (55

mi/h). Because the system is automated, only two individuals are needed to drive the towing vehicle and trailer and to
operate the data acquisition equipment. This tpe of road inspeøion procedwe eliminates the need for lane closu¡es and
leads to safety levels g¡eater than those achieved with traditional road inspection methods.

Roadway surface distress information is acquired by means of the shadow moiré method. This method uses qpecial

white light emitters and a grating, a system of parallel wires, to establish a shadow moiré interferogftrm. A rectangular
opening on the t¡ailer floor houses the grating; four light emitters are mounted above it. An interferogram, which
results from the geometrical interference between the wires of the grating and their shadows on the road surface, is
created within the a¡ea of the grating. The interferoglam produces a fringe pattern, a system of dark black bands
separated by a light background. These fringe patterns are recorded onto high-resolution videotape by means of a
closed circuit display (CCD) video camera housed inside the t¡ailer. The videotape is analyzed later at a postprocessing

facility, in which image processing equipment extracts information on the condition of the roadway.

This research focused both on improving shadow moiré road inspection technology and producing a comprehensive,
user-friendly softwa¡e package to assess road surface distress. Improvements resulting from this resea¡ch include a 22
percent increase in maximum vehicle acquisition speed, new light emitters with special horizontal condenser lenses to
improve fringe pattern conttast, a single lightweight grating as opposed to two smaller gratings for greater road
coverage, and a mo¡e accurate distance measuring system. Refinements in postprocessing include rewriting C-base.d

image analysis algorithms so that they run under the Pentium personal computer processor instead of video processors,

which a¡e slower. Improvements in image digitization also were rc,alized, such as better image dåta integdty and large
increases in throughput allowing for faster postprocessing ofvideotape images.

IDEA PRODUCT

An inexpensive automated road inspection vehicle was developed and tested using the shadow moiré optical
interference method. The vehicle can acquire road zurface dist¡ess information at velocities of approximately 88 km/tu
(55 mi/h), allowing users to determine, categorize, and rate locations of all outof-plane zurface deformations along a

roadway. Unlike traditional metïods, in which a lane of a roadway is closed temporarily and inspectors subjectively
rate surface distress, the automated road inspection vehicle eliminates the need for road closure and ensures a higher
level of safety for its operators. Because the automated road inspection system comprises both computer and image
processing equipment" objective and accurate surface distress ratings are realized (/). The use of shadow moiré
techniques instead of laser technology has resulted in a $60,000 road inspection system, which is more affordable than
cuÍent commercial laser-based systems. It is anticipated that relatively small road maintenance organizations finally
will have the opportunity to acquire such a system, thus improving overall road inspection accuracy and efficiency. The
road inspection vehicle is shown in Figure l.I
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FIGURE 1 Road inspection vehicle.

CONCEPT AIID II\TNOVATION

The shadow moiré-based road inspection system permits continuous, full-field mapping of roadways at highway
velocities. Unlike laser-based road inqpection systems that reveal data only for a few discrete points along a ftnwerse
sectior¡ the shadow moiré-based system allows for full-field data acquisition. Images of interferograms along the
videotape comprise 512 x 480 pixels, thereby creating approximately 245,000 data points that can be analyzed. The
concept of dweloping an afrordable, fi¡ll-field ¡6¿d inspection system required a simple but accurate ineans of data
acquisition. The shadow moiré method was selected as the most cost+ffective means of acquiring full-field surface
distress information.

The concept of a mobile shadow moiré system was developed and integrated into a prototype road inspection vehicle
in an Illinois Institute of Technolog5r laboratory. The road inspection vehicle comprises a uni-axle enclosed trailer and
a van. Other versions of the described road inspection vehicle may include a single vehicle, such as a small recreational
vehicle. Video acquisition and recording occurs within the confines of the van, along with precise tracking of the
distance traveled by the inspection system. Such tracking information is required to map where each surface disress is
located along the roadway. The actual shadow moiré interferometry occurs inside the trailer, where a sp€ciat frame is
instatled to mount the required electrical equipment. The tailer floor was modified to accommodate a single large
grating that is mounted facing the road surface. A powerfrrl lighting system, using customdesigned line-type condenser
lenses, provides the means for the production of the shadow moiré interferogr¿lrns. Two CCD video cameras in the
trailer are used for interferogram capî¡re and general operation monitoring.

MATEEMATICAL BASIS OF SEADOW MOIRÉ METEOI)

The mathematical basis of the shadow moiré method is that if two zuperimposed systems of lines are spaced closely
enough and aligned properly, they may form an optical pattern known as a moiré pattern. Such a system of lines may
be composed of a group of parallel strands. This kind of system is called a grating. If two gratings are superimposed
so that their strands are parallel and white light from a line source is directed on the g¡ating so that the plane of the
light is parallel to the strands, then a moiré interference pattern results (2) (Frgure 2). If only one grating located a
small distance from a surface is used with the light source, the shadows of the grating st¡ands are projected onto that
zurface. The shadow of the grating on the surface, referre.d to as a virtual grating, rnay be deformed because a surface
may not be completely smooth and plane; hence, the shadows of the grating strands rnay not be linea¡. This
configuration of a grating and its deformed shadow is the basis of shadow moiré interferometry (3). Such a
configuration will produce a moiré interferogram, in which fringes will appear in various patterns within the area of the
grating. Moiré fringe patterns occu¡ when the distance from the gfating plane to a zurface is not constant. Elevations
or depressions in the surface plane result in deformed shadows of the grating on the zurface, thus creating contou¡ lines
or fringes ({. Fringes, therefore, are optical patterns in which each fringe represents all points of equal distance from
the grating plane to the surface.



FIGIIRE 2 Shadow noiré interferogram image.

The general equation for the geometric interpretation of the shadow moiré method follows. In Figure 3, a camera,
light source, glating, and su¡face combine to make a tlpical shadow moiré system. In this figure, the following are
defined:

¡ The camera or observer positiorL O;
o The light source position, S;
o The shadow of the grating in contact with the surface and grating plane, point a; and,
o ly'fringes, observed at point d on the g¡ating and on the surface at pointl

Because l/ fringes are observed at point/on the zurface through point d on the gËting, the fringes are the result of
the interference between the light rays in line ad of the grating and those in ab, as projected on af on the surface. If the
number of light rays in ad and ab are m and n, respectively,

hence

In Lcdf

ad=mp, ab=np

bd=ad-ab=(m-n)p=Np

cf=w

lcÍd = l80o- p' - ( 90o+ T ) = 90o- Þ' -T

lcdf= P'

(l)

Q)

(3)

(4)

because

sin(Zcfd ) sin( Zcdf )
Îïerefore

cd:
cf sir( zcfd )

stn( Zcdf )

Substituting equations (2) th¡ough (4) into equation (5)

w sin(p')

cf

ürcrefore

cd:
sin(9Oo- þ' -f )

(5)
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FIGIIRE 3 Typical shadow moiré system.

- w s]mi(p,)
cd: 

-

cns(B' + Y¡
(6)

L'
I

In Lbcf

because

cfw

Zcbf =139o-¡¿'-(90o-|)
= 90o- c'* y

¿blra'

sin(zbfc ) srn(zcbf )

cf sin(Zbfc )

(8)

(e)

therefore

bc:
sin(Zcbf )

(10)



Substituting equations (7) th¡ough (9) into equation (10)

bc:

therefore

w sin(a')

sin(9Ùo-a' + y )

From Figure 3

Substituting e$ufions (6) and (12) into equation (13)

From equations (l) and (1a)

. w stn(q')
bc: 

-

cos(a' - y )

bÞbc+cd

sin(a' ) sin( ß' )
wL- | 

-!-r\p

cos(a'-y) cns(B'+y¡

w sin(a') w sin(ß')

cos(a'-y) c,os(p'+y¡

sinla' ) sin( ß' )bd:wÍ- I (14)
cns(a' -T) co{B'+ y¡

(11)

(r2)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(17)

hence

Also, from Figure 3,

and

Npw-

cot(a' ) cos(y ) + sit(y ) æt( p' )cos(y ) - sin(y )

H *,
,, cos(T) H +w cos(f )

üO11¿ .¡ = 

-

x x c,os(f)

H

-+w
cos(y) H +w cos(Y)

cot(þ' ) = -'---'-)-!--!-
D cos(y ) -x lo cosz (y ) -xj cns(r )

Substituting equations (17) and (18) into e$Etion (16) and simpli$ing yields

(18)
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inwhich

avf + bw+ c=0

a: D -/t'p cos2y

b = DH cos y - 2HNp cos T + t/Dp sin y cost y - Nrp sin(2y)
c = -NpVf - HD sinycosy + 2Hx siny - xD sin2ycosy + I sinl

If the grating is not tilted (i.e., parallel to the plane of the surface), then 1:0oand equation (19) becomes

aswsz * bsws* gg= Q

where 
a;-D -Np

bo-DH -2HNp
ce -NIFp

Solving equation (20), we obtain the two real roots ofthe quadratic equation

,rl/Ot='H

and

(1e)

Np

(20)

(22)

w
02 D-Np

Ignoring the first root, ws1, the surface height variation is

Npw:woz D-Np

H

If the distance between the observer plane and the grating plane, .Ë/, is larger than the surface height variation, w (i.e.,

H >, *\,from the property of simila¡ triangles D > Np. Hence, equation (21) may be simplified to yield

(2r)

NpHv,:;:N(rn)
H

Equation (20) is the equation for the geometric interpretation of the shadow moiré method with the setup shown in
Figure 3, whereas equation (22) is the corresponding simplified equation so long as the disønce between the observer

plane and the grating plane, H, is much larger than the surface variation, w, and the gfating plane is not tilted (Ð.

If the sensivity, namely, the contour interval Â/¡, is defined as

w

^h: -¡/

oH
Lh::-

D

then from equation (22)

(23)
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Equation (23) indicates that the contour interval, or sensitivity, is relate.d to only three parameters, which can be
easily adjusted physically. Note from equation (22) thzt the surface variation, rl, is obtained if À1 the total number of
fringes, or fringe order, is known. The contour interval ¡¡, = vt¡tl = pH/D is the surface variation represented by each

fringe. Equation (23) may be used with gratings whose tilt angle, y, is smaller than 10o without producing appreciable
enor (ó). Typically, such errors are smaller than 5 percent ofthe results obt¿ined from equation (23).

SURFACE ELEVATION ERROR

To evaluate the accuracy of surface elevations measured by means of the shadow moiré method, an error analysis was
conducted. In the error analysis, z(xiJì represents acn¡al surface elevation values and, zlx¡J) represents the computed
elevation values derived from the shadow moiré method, where i=1, 2, 3,..., m and j=1, 2, 3,..., f,. The planar
coordinates x¡ and y¡ define the centerline locations of all fringes within a particular interferogram image. The
difference between the actual and computed surface elevation values is denoted by

d*= zfx¡J) - z\x¡J) where ft : I,2,3,..., mn (24)

Another set of elevation values, z*k¡J), from which a third surface may be generated, may be obtained. Because nz
difference values eúst for d¡ç, ntn sets of third surface elevation values, z*'(x¡J), from which this third surface may be
constructed, may be obtained. According to this, the error between the computed elwation values, /(x¡Jì, and the
actual zurface elevation values, z(x¡J), is t¡ansferred to the error between the third surface elevation values, z*'þx¡J),
and the actual surface elevation valaes, z(x¡,yr). This error is denoted by

(2s)
where

t=l j=l z( xi,y ¡)
(26)

Extensive trials have shov¿n that the shadow moiré method yields elevation values that are no more than 4 percent in
error with respect to measured elevation values (6). Such trials involved a series of five parameter groups, in which
each independent parameter varied and the error between computed and me¿sured elevation values was determined.

INVESTIGATION

The prototype road inspection vehicle is a uni-axle enclosed trailer. The interior dimensions of the t¡ailer conform to
the distance requirements of D and f/, which are functions of the contour interval Nt, æ discussed previously. A user
must initially select the desired sensitivity, or contour interval Àh. Based on this chosen value of Âå, the ratio of H/D
must be satisfied in equation (23). Selection of the interior trailer dimensions is based on satis$ing the H/D ratio. In
the prototype road inspeæiòn vehicle, H/D was 3.3 for a chosen contour interval Lh of 6.6 mm (0.26 in.), which satisfies
equation (23). This particular value of Âå allows detailed mapping of most roadways while reducing redundant fringe
fonnation due to extreme sensitivity. The smallest useful value of Ál¡ is approximately 3.2 mm (0.125 in.).

TRAILER FLOOR MODIÍ'ICATION

The wooden trailer floor was modified to accommodate a single large grating 180 crn (71 in.) in widtl¡ which allows a
half lane of roadway to be mapped in a single pass. Modification of the trailer floor consisted of cutting a rectangulÍu
opening on the floor and adding steel beams to the two sides of the opening at the front and rea¡ of the trailer. The steel
beams, used to mount the grating to the opening, add rigidity to the trailer floor. The depth of the steel beams had to be
considered, because two vertical sets of holes had to be d¡illed in each beam for placement of the grating. These sets of
holes facililate various configurations of mounting the grating and allow various grating tilt angles to be realized.

^ nl

'r:ZZ'

e = min(e¿)

zo"(xi,!¡)- z(x,,y) 
I
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GRATING

A single large grating \il¿rs constructed and mounted in the floor opening of the trailer. Approúmately 450 strands

cover the a¡ea of the trailer floor opening where tle shadow moiré interference will oco¡¡. This area is approximately

180 cm (71 in.) by 81 cm (32 in.). Using a single grating instead of two smaller gratings eliminated the 15.24+-m (6-

in.) g¡ating frame obstruction at the center of the opening. This obstruction resulted in a loss of over 1310 cm2 (203

in2.¡ of road surface mapping a¡ea. Furthermore, the center obstruction created hard shadows on the road pavement,

thereby producing null regions in the interferograÍrs.

INTTRNAL FRÄMEWORK

T\e internal framework of the trailer is designed to fit over the grating opening. The frame serves as a mount for both

the CCD video camera that caphres the interferograms and the high-intensity lighting system. In addition, the frame

adds overall stiffiress to the trailer, because it is mounted both to the trailers walls and to its floor. The height of the

frame is critical, because the vertical distance from the top of the frame to the grating is the I/value in equation (23).

Hence, the contour interval Á/¡ is a function of both the height of the frame and the depth of the steel beams that support

the grating.

LIGHTING SYSTEM

Extensive research and design went into creating a lighting system with the ilh¡mination and optical cha¡acteristics

needed for the shadow moiré method. The lighting system comprises four white light, line-type condensing units, with
a total ouþut of approúmately 4,200 W, mounted on top of the internal frame. Each unit uses a 50.8-mm (2-in.) qu¿rtz

filamentlamp, consuming 1,050 rüof power. Thecoiledfilaments, whichare orfly25.4 mm (l in.) inlength, are

encapsulated in each lamp.

CCD VIDEO CAMERAS

To capture interferograms along the roadway, a CCD video camera is mounted in the t¡ailer at the top of the internal
frame and opposite the lighting system. This camera, which is directed at the gating, employs a fast 1/10,000-sec

shutter speed to prevent blurring of the fringe patterns at highway speeds. The camera captures interferoglams ina256
gley scale, has a resolution of 512 x 480 pixels, and can be operated in two modes--*ame and ñeld. Field mode allows

60 images to be caphred per second, compared with 30 images/second that can be captured with the frame mode. An
image of the flashing lightæmitting diode (LED) cluster mounted at the edge of the grating also is captured by the

camera. The camera must b€ connected to an image freezer unit for it to operate. The image freezer, which zupplies

electricity to the camer4 facilitates adjustment of shutter qpeed, as well as options zuch as digrtal image capftre or
image freezing. The actual freezing feature is not used because the frozen image deterior¿ìtes when it is stored in the

low-resolutionvideo memory of the image fueezer.

A second CCD video camer4 mounted approximately mid-height on the frame, provides a panoramic view of the

interior of the trailer, allowing users in the towing vehicle to assess any trouble that niglrt develop in the trailer during
a highway field inspection. Both CCD video cameras are connected to a pair of display monitors mounted inside the

towingvehicle.

VENTILATION SYSTEM

A ventilation system is installed on the roof of the t¡ailer, directly over the lighting system, to prevent electrical

components from overheating. Most electrical equipment inside of the t¡ailer must be operated at temperatures below

40.C (104"Ð. The ventilation system consists of a 110-V alternating cunent (AC) fan and "top hat" to prevent stray

light from entering the trailer.
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ELECTRICITY GENERATOR

A gasoline-powered electricity generator inside the trailer powers all electdcal components of the towing and road
inspection vehicle, except for a pair of digital counters. An exhaust pipe attached to an opening on the trailer watl
allows exhaust fumes to be released outside the road inspection vehicle. The generator uses a four-stroke, 11.94-kW
(16-hp) Briggs and Stratton engine capable ofproducing 8 kW ofcontinuous electrical power and has 110-V and 220-V
AC output sockets. The generator can operate for more than 5 hours on one tank of fuel.

CONI'IGIIRATION OF SUBSYSTEMS

The road inspection system is configured into three subsystems: video acquisition, distance me¿¡suring, and image
processing.

Video Acquisition Subsystem

The video acquisition subsystem consists of a high-resolution CCD video camera, a video image freezer, a frame code
generator, and a U-Matic videocassette recorder (VCR). The zubsystem continuously records all fringe pattems within
the grating area and iszues a frame code to e¿ch frame recorded by the VCR.

Video Image Freezer

The video in:øge freezer facilitates control of a single CCD video camera. The image fueæzer can set various functions,
such as shutter speed, vertical synchronization, and video image storage. The video image freezer is connected to the
CCD video camera, which captures the interferog¡ams within the grating area.

Fretne Code Generúor

The frame code generator iszues sequentially numbered frame codes that are recorded simultaneously with the video
images onto the videotape. Each frame along the videotape must be numbered so that it can be found during
poslprocessing. The frame code generator, which is located in the towing vehicle, generates 6digrt frame codes and
inserts them between l7 llz and 18 Hz of the vertical blanking of the video signal. Frame codes are generated from
000000 to 299999 and correspond to 2 hr 46 min when timed with a National Television Standards Committee (Ì.¡'fSC)
simal. The code retums to 000000 when it exceæds 299999.

Frame code insertion can begin in one of the following ways, in accordance with the START TRIGGER switch
setting on the front panel:

¡ External pulse-The unit begins code insertion when an external pulse is detected afrer the START button is
depressed.

. Cue ton#The unit begins to insert codes when a l-ldþ cue tone is detected after the START button is depressed.

o Manual--The unit starts code insertion when the START button is depressed.

U-Múíc VCR

The VCR used to store image data, an industrial-quality U-tvfatic VCR, provides 500 lines of resolution with a signal-
to-noise ratio better than 48 dB. The U-lvfatic is a single, rack-mountable VCR with all cont¡ols on the front panel. In
addition to all the outstanding features of conventional VCRs, zuch as production of a highquality picture, simple
remote control, picture search, and programmed operation, this VCR featu¡es frame code addressing. It records onto
high-resolution 1.904-cm (0.75-in.) videotape. Each videotape is approximately 75 min in du¡ation, allowing for a
maximun of 108 km (67.5 mi) of roadway to be inspected continuously. The VCR is located in the towing vehicle to
record fringe pattern images. In the polprocessing facility, a videocassette player (VCP) is used to play back the
videotape so that it can be processed and analyzed.
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Distance Meazuring Subsystem

The distance measuring zubsystem accomplishes two important tasls: keeping track of the distance traveled by the road
inspection vehicle and flagging fields along the videotape pertaining to covered mapping intervals. As the road
inspection vehicle travels along the road, incremental image mapping of the road surface takes place in a sequential
manner to avoid gaps and overlapping. Because the VCR in the towing vehicle records continuously, cefain flags must
be placed along the videotape to indicate which fields pertain to mapping intervals. This is required because the vehicle
is unlikely to travel at a constant speed.

The flagging technique used in the road inspection vehicle (Z) employs two high-luminosity LEDs that flash in a
predetermined sequence at every mapping interval. Because the LEDs ¿¡re mounted at the edge of the grating, the video
camera captures both the LED flashes and the corresponding fringe pattern within the grating area. Two Gemini 1000
digrtal pulse counters are fed distance data by means of the van's electronic speed sensor. The counters trigger each
LED to emit a flash. The counters do not display distances traveled" but they do display the number of pulses emitted þ
the speed sensor.

When playing back the videolape during postprocessing, only fields pertaining to specified mapping intervals are
analr¡zed. A special image processing algorithm was written to allow only fields containing the correÆt LED flash
sequence to be analyzed. By summing the number of LED flashes from a starting point, the location of a particular
surface distress can be determined accurately from the videotape.

The suweyor counter, a programmable multiñ¡nction digital counter, is simila¡ to rhe two Gemini 1000 counters, in
that it uses the pulse stream ofthe van's qpeed sensor and is capable ofdisplaying the distance t¡aveled by the vehicle,
vehicle velocity, and other parameters in specified units. The suweyor counter, programmed to display feet traveled by
the road inspection vehicle, is mounted inside the van and provides accurate distance ttacking.

Image Processing Subsystem

The image processing subqystem, which is dedicated to postanalysis of the videotape, consists of an image processor,
various qpecialty modules housed in the image processor, VCP, a VCP-computer interface board, and a 100-MIIz
Pentium personal computer. During postanalysis, the videotape is played back field by field, and only fields diqplayrng
the correct LED flash sequence are processed. The image processing algorithms, vritten to analyze digitized fringe
pattern images, are used to mte and ext¡act threedimensional contour data. Several image processing algorithms,
developed to accomplish a multiûrde of image postanalysis tasks, are written in the C programming language and are
fully integrated into a user-friendly master program.

Image Processor

The image processor, a stand-alone unit that p(resses images in real time, is capable of performing image-intensive
fi¡nctions such as image averaging, image subtraction, convolution, edge enhancement, binarization, and histogtam
operations. The image processor has an AT-to-\AdE video bus that interfaces with the PC. The bus is a high-qpeed"
dedicated bus that transfers image data benreen image processing modules without bu¡dening the host computer.

A video solrce, such as a camera or VCR, produces an analog video signal that contains image data. The sigual is
transmitted to the image processor and converted to digital piøure elements or pixels. The digital pixel data are stored
in frame memory one field at a time, with each pixel occupying a single frame memory location. Once the image has
been stored in frame memory, it may be accessed for additional processing. Display circuitry transf,orms the pixels
stored in frame memory back into an analog signal for display on a video monitor. The base configuration includes a
seven-slot chassis, host computer interface, analog/digital module, frame buffer, and pipeline processor. This high-
speed image processor can perform l0 million operations per second.

Analog/Digital Module. The analog/digital module interfaces with standard (RS-170, -330, CCIR) video sensors and
monitors. This module supplies data and synchronization to other modules. It features an 8-bit or 256 gray-scale
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drgltjzßr, programmable gain and lwel, a full complement of input and output look-up tables, and pseudocolor or 24-bit
tn¡e color display.

Frame Bufier. The frame bufrer contains enough frame memory for all of the image storage typically required in a
basic image processor configuration. Image storage does not occupy centml processing unit memory. Frame memory is
accessible to the CPU and atl other modules. Each frame buffer contains a 16-bit frame store and two 8-bit frame stores

$'ith 512 x 512 resolution. The 16-bit frame store sewes as an accumulator to hold processed images where
intermediate results are g¡eater than 8 bits. Frame sununation and convolutions are t'"ical of these tlpes of image
processing operations. The frame br¡ffer features unique advanced frame memory architecture that provides the
flexibility and power required in high-perforrnance image processing zubqystems. Up to fou¡ frame buffers can be used
for increased on-line image storage. The increase in the availability of frame stores, which allows rapid random
accessing of image data by the host computer, permits the analysis of generalized fringe patterns to take place in a
reasonable length of time

Pipeline Processor. The pþline processor is a high-performance processor providing real-time a¡ithmetic, logical,
and bit-planeoriented image processing capabilities. The processor's advanced architectu¡e allows it to perform many
common image processing functions while maintaining 16-bit accuracy throughout the processing pipeline.

The pþline processor consists of the following:

. SwitchingjThe cross-port switch at the input of the module allows selection of a variety of sources for video input.

. Multiplicatiorr--Pixels are multiplied by a constant, or two 8-bit pixels are multiplied to form a 16-bit resultant.
o ALIFTwo l6-bit operands are combined either arithmetically or logically.

Pþline processor fimctions include addition, subt¡action, AND, OR, and XOR with masking. In addition, the pipeline
processor contains the following complex functions:

¡ Barrel shifter-Performs a¡ithmetic and logic (rotate) shifts on either unsigned or complement data for scaling and
shifting.

. Clipper:When enabled, the clipper takes the absolute value of the result of the barel shifter.
o Bfe-swap-{onditionally cont¡olled, the byte-swap mechanism allows the output data path of the processed pixels to

be selected.
. Output lookup tables (LUTs) --Two sets of eight programmable LUTs (256 x 8 bits each) perform point processing

on the resultant pixels before storage or additional processing.

Vídeocassúe Pløyer

The VCP used for postprocessing is identical to the VCR in the towing vehicle, except that it does not have recording
capabilities. Frame codes can be extracted from the VCP.

VC P- C omp uter Interfac e B o ar d

To control the VCP by computer, an interface card is installed between the VCP and the host computer. This interface
board reads the frame code equivalent for the absolute address, communicates with the external computer by the RS-232
protocol, and organizes the interactive video system. The factory-preset communication protocol data format follows:

o Mode: asynchronous,
o Character length: 8 bits,
. Baud rate: 9600 bps,
o Pa¡itfcheck: none,
. Stop bit: I bit.

Only the baud rate is va¡iable. Also, several switches are available.
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Baud Rate Switch. Available baud ¡ates are 9600, 4800, 2400, and 1200 biæ/sec. The baud rate switch of the
interface board is set to match the baud rate of the external computer before tle power is ttrrned on.

Video/Audio Mute Clear Switch. When this switch is off, the video and audio outputs a¡e muted while a frame code

is being sea¡ched. When this switch is orL a picture is diqplayed on the screen while a frame code is being searched" the
muting of the video and audio outputs is cleared, and the audio signal is available.

Fast Forwa¡d/Rewind Clear Switch. When this switch is ofi, a designated frame code is sea¡ched at a high speed

using the fast forward and rewind modes. When this switch is on, the unit searches for and reads the frame code
without being in the fast forward and rewind modes.

Operation Selection S\üitch. In the ofiposition, the frame code is read automatically. When it is on, the frame code is
not read. This switch operates only when a cassette is inserted.

Remote to Local Switch. In the offposition, when the host computer is on, all ñ¡nction keys at the VCP side except
EJECT a¡e disabled. When on, atl keys on the VCP are operational, and the VCP can be controlled by the computer.

Host Computer

A Compaq DeskPro )(L 5100 PC is used during postprocessing. This computer features a 100-MHz Pentium processor,

PCI bus, l6-MB RAM, a 1.05-GB ha¡d drive, and a single floppy d¡ive. The PC is linked to the VCP by mears of the
VCP-computer interface board installed in the VCP. Communication between the computer and VCP is accomplished
through a serial connection. The image processor bus interface, insAlled in one of the computer's internal slots,
provides communication with the image processor.

RESTILTS OF FIELD TESTING

The purpose of this research was to test the prototJ¡pe road inspection vehicle in the field. Such testing was conducted
over various pavement types and at different speeds to assess the performance of the entire system as well as each of its
components. Several components required improvements based on the field test results. These improvements are
described below.

Initial Performance of Components

Two Small Grúíngs

Originally, two small gratings were placed in the floor opening (Figure 4) of the Î¡ailer and tested in the field. Each
grating was 81 cm x 81 cm (32 in. x 32 in.) and mounted within the steel frame. The quality of the interferogüutrs
produced by this configuration was very good. By placing two square gratings side by side, a rectangulü combined
grating area ís created. At the center of this rectangular area was a 13l0crn2 (203-in.2) obstruction rezulting from
placement of the grating frames side by side. During field testing, the center paÍ of the grating frame created several
hard shadows along the road surface below the gratings. The number of hard shadows corresponded to the number of
lighting units used during the field test. This is a consequence of using multiple lighting units, because they cannot be
placed exactly at tïe center ofthe floor opening, above the gratings. The double grating configuration was therefore
abandoned in favor of a single rectangular grating and frame.
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Líghtìng Anifs

Four high-power, g¡;arlz filament lighting units were used to illuminate the gratings so that interferograms could be
produced (Frgue 5). Each lighting unit consisted of a 1,000-rW ñlament and reflector. All four lights were mounted
side by side along a 180<m (71-in.) steel mount. On the front of the mount, nvo long aluminum plates were afrxe{
each spnnning 180 cm. By adjusting the distance between the plates, a slit could be created. This slit allows a narow
horizontal band of light to be projected onto the gratings. The shadow moiré technique requires that the light emitted
from a line source be parallel to the stmnds of the grating. Field testing of this lighting configuration resulted in the
discovery that the projected light was not uniform in intensity across the width of the grating.

This anomaly in the light distribution resulted in poor binarization of the interferogtams, thereby creating a loss of
surface dist¡ess data. The slit conñguration of the lighting units was discarded in favor of line-tlpe condenser lenses
with individual slits for each lighting unit.. This new configuration resulted in the formation of a much more uniform
light distribution on the grating, allowing for proper binarization of the interferogams. .

Dístance Tracáng

The original distance tracking zubsystem was a mechanical system consisting of several pulleys and a V-belt. A large
pulley was attached to the wheel of the trailer. As the trailer moved, this large pulley rotated a smaller pulley attached
to a shaft by means of a V-belt. The shaft was mounted above the wheel and through the trailer wall. A transparent
circular disk and infrared sensor were placed at the end of the shaft. This configuration resulted in rotation of the disk
in response to the movement of the t¡ailer. The infrared sensor was placed perpendicular to the transparent disk. A
black notch was fixed to the transparent disk to trigger the sensor. This setup triggered the sensor when the trailer
traveled the distânce equivalent to one mapping interval. The sensor flashed a single LED on the LED cluster located
at the edge of the t¡ailer floor opening. Field test results (Table 1) demonstrate that this configuration wÍìs accurate at
speeds below 15 km/hr.

At higher speeds, however, the accuracy of this configuration dramatically decreased, with errors approaching 8
percent. The m¿in problem was skipping of the V-belt due to the vertical displacement of the wheel over swerely
distressed roadways. This method of distance tracking was abandoned in favor of a completely electronic approach
using the tou¡ing vehicle's built-in speed sensor.

FIGURE 4 Trailer floor opening.
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219 cm
214 cm

FIGIiRE 5 Placement of lights in the road inspection vehicle.

TABLE I Resutts from Field Testing of Mechanical Distance Tracking Subsystem

Measu¡ed
Distance (m)

Calculated
Ðistance (m)

Difference in
Distances (7o)

No. ofLED
Flashes

No. oflvlapping
Intervals

ttz.69 112.68 4.01 t43 t42

139.68 139.66 4.02 177 176

184.86 184.89 o.o2 234 233

185.53 185.50 -0.02 235 234

t94.39 L94.4I 0.01 246 245

276.04 276.05 0.01 349 348

300.47 300.45 4.01 380 379

305.43 305.49 0.02 386 385
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Møgnetíc-Indudance S ensor Appr o ach

Originally, much efrort and time went into developing a distance measuring subsystem capable of producing
approximately 70,200 pulses/km (113,000 pulses/mi). This subsystem w¿¡s designed a¡ound a 150-tooth steel sprocket"
which was mounted on the trailer's drum brake assembly. As the trailer wheels rotated, the sprocket rotated. A
magnetic-inductance sensor was then secured to the noûotating backing plate of the drum brake, thus allowing the
sensor to count each tooth of the sprocket. Both the sensor and qprocket were mounted to take advantage of the t¡ailer's
suspension, thereby producing a fixed distance between them and eliminating the possibility of diqplacement on severely
distressed roadways. Figure 6 shows the sprocket mounted on the trailer's drum assembly.

FIG{IRE 6 The Gemini 100 digital pulse counter, the
sensor, and the steel sprocket

Preliminary testing of this configuration in the laboratory yielded excellent rezults. A Gemini 1000 digial pulse
counter displayed the number of pulses emitted by the sensor and flashed an LED afrer a predetermined number of
pulses were detected. By measuring the number of pulses per unit distance, a constant was determined and programmed
into the counter. This constant w¿¡s on the order of 4.53 cm/pulse (1.81 in.i pulse.) Because the width of the grating
was 77 .72 cm (31.6 in.\,71 .72/4.53, or approximately 17 pulses, had to be detected by the counter to produce a single
LED flash. The idea was to obtain an LED flash when the vehicle t¡aveled a distance equal to the grating width. This
resulted in perfect mapping of the roadway, because only fields along the videotape displaying an LED flash were
processed.

Field testing of this configuration, holvever, yfelded poor results. A significant investigation was initiated to
determine t}te cause. This investigation showed that the gasoline-powered electricity generator caused the trailer's
frame to vibrate at a high frequency. The vibrations could not be detected by the naked eye, but could be detected by
touching any component of the trailer's frame. Fufher investigation showed that the magnetic-inductance sensor was
atrected by even minute vibrations. The sensor not only detected ferrous objects (steel qprocket teeth), but also the
magnetic field created when the magnet in the tip of the sensor came close to the teeth of the sprocket. The vibrations
created a flux in the magnetic ñeld, thereby triggering the sensor to send a pulse to the digital pulse counter.

Dampening the generator's mounting hardware was deemed futile, because any severe road distress will cause
vibrations to be propagated tfuoughout the trailer's frame. Hence, the magnetic-inductance sensor approach for disance
tracking was abandoned. Other sensors were considered, but each had its own limitations, such as inadequate maximum
count rates in optical encoder sensors, extremely low sensor-to-sprocket distance requirements, and various vibration
problems similar to those encountered with magnetic-inductance sensors.
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LED Cluster

The original LED cluster consisted of a 9.525-mm (3/8-in.), high-luminosity LED. The cluster, located at the edge of
the trailer floor opening, was videotaped along with the corresponding inteferogmms occurring within the grating areas.
Maximum usable vehicle qpeed for surface distress data acquisition was approximately 721Ínlfu (45 mi/hr), which is

based on both LED flash duration and NTSC video synchronization timing. During postanalysis, the videotape was
played back field by field. Only fields pertaining to LED flashes were analyzed by the image processing subsystem. By
summing the number of LED flashes from a surting point, the distance t¡aveled by the road inspection vehicle
corresponding to each interferognm was determined easily.

Field testing conñrmed that the singte LED was an accurate way to separate mapping intewals and distance tracking.
Further improvement of this technique led to a twin LED cluster.

Relinements and Inprovements

All road inspection qystem components were modified or improved based on field test results. A discussion of updated
components and their performance in the field follows.

Síngle Large Grúíng

Much research went into dweloping a single large recangular grating to remedy the problems of mapping a¡ea loss and
hard shadow creation (Figure 7). The frame of the new grating was constn¡cted from lightweight aluminum, for ease of
mounting within tlre conñnes of the t¡ailer floor opening. Several field tests using poþster strands in the new grating
resulted in vibration of the strands near the center of the grating at vehicle speeds exceeding 40 km/hr (25 rni/h) and in
slower nms over swerely dist¡essed roads. These vibrations effectively "washed outu the interferograrn, resulting in loss
of road surface data. The poþster st¡ands were replaced with steel srands. Because steel st¡ands have a much higher
modulus of elasticity than poþster strands, they are less prone to side-to-side vibration. The large grating frame is
being modified to accommodate the steel strands. No field test results of the modified grating are available at this time.
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FIGURE 7 Single large grating in the floor of the road inspection vehicle.
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Enhanced Lrghtì"g Anírswifh Condenser Lenses

The most crucial aspect of designing new lighting units was to create the proper line sou¡ce condenser lens for each
unit. These lenses had to maximize the efficiency of the light produced from the q¡rartz filament lamps, while acting as

LightFilament

'i,Îi"*.ffi*
FIGIIRE I Enhanced lighting unit with condenser lenses.

a horizontal line source. A horizontal line source is a line in which all light rays propagate away from the line
normally. To create zuch a line, two half-cylinder lenses must be mounted back to back so that their only contact is a
line that runs the length of each half-cylinder lens. Each lens has a l2.7-mm (0.5-in.) radius and a length of 50.8 mm
(2 in.). Figure 8 illustrates the lighting unit.

Extensive field testing revealed that the new lighting units produced a much more uniform illumination plane
compared with lighting units without condenser lenses. Uniform illumination is mandatory for proper bina¡ization of
interferograms. Observation and analysis of interferograms produced by the new lighting units revealed a dramatic
improvement in fringe-to-background contrast. This improvement is the result of using a nea¡-ideal line source lighting
systern, in which the line source light wave propagation pattern is parallel to the strands of the grating. Further field
testing revealed that the best possible lighting configuration for the shadow moiré method is one in which a single
lighting unit, along E'ith its two condenser lenses, is used to creirte the interferogram. Testing of a single 1,050-W
lighting unit with condenser lens yielded the cleanest and sharpest interferograms and the best interferograms over da¡k
asphalt pavement. High illumination is needed to produce an interferogram bright enough to be used \r,ith dark asphalt
pavements. It was concluded that the ideal lighting system for both dark and light pavements is a single-filament unit
with two condenser lenses and a power conzumption in the range of 3,000 to 3,500 rff.

\
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Impr ov ed Díst ance T r ackín g

The improved distance measuring zubsystem uses a pulse stream signal generated by a speed sensor in the towing
vehicle's t¡ansmission. Such speed sensors are common in late-model ABSæquipped vehicles. The qpeed sensor
produces approximately 4,970 pulses/km (8,000 pulsesÁni); each pulse is at +5-V high and under +1-V low. Two
Gemini 1000 programmable digitat pulse counters are connected to the pulse stream to tally the number of pulses
emitted by the speed sensor. Each counter is conne¡ted to its own high-luminosity LED. When the counters receive a

FIGIIRE 9 Gemini 1000 digital pulse counters and
other equipment in the van.

certain number of pulses sent by the speed sensor, they flash their corresponding LED. Each counter is programmed to
flash its LED at different pulse counts, thereby producing a unique LED flashing sequence. A flash from either LED
corresponds to a distance equivalent to a mapping interval traveled. Both counters are housed inside the van @gure
e).

Field test results of this new configuration yielded consistent distance tracking dat4 primarily because of the
elimination of the mechanical defects noted in the prwious snbsystem desigr. Tests conducted over severely distressed
roadways at near-highway speeds also produced consistent distance tracking data. Accuracy of this improved subsystem
is slightly higher than the mechanical distance tracking subsystem, with an average random error of only 0.0125
percent between measu¡ed and actual distances traveled. Table 2 presents results from the initial field testing of the
improved distance measuring zubsystem.
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TABLE 2 Results from F'ield Testing of Electronic Distance Measuring Subsystem

Measured
Distance (m)

Calculated
Distance (m)

Difierence in
Distances (7o)

No. ofLED
Flashes

No. of lvfapping
Intenals

r085.52 1085.65 0.01 1369 1368

1073.88 t073.7s -0.01 1354 1353

697.5r 697.57 0.01 880 879

Duøl LED Cluster

A new LED cluster was constnrcted to house two high-luminosity LEDs. Each LED is connected to a Gemini 1000
pro$ammable digital pulse counter, which in turn is connected to the pulse output of the vehicle's speed sensor (Figure
10). Because the pulses emitted by the speed sensor are constant, an increase in d¿ta acquisition speed of 22 percent has
been realized by using two LEDS instead of one. The previous mechanical distance measuring subsystem consisted of a
single LED and an infrared sensor whose pulse duration \ilas a ñ¡nction of vehicle speed. The new subsystem cari track
the distance traveled by the road inspection vehicle at speeds up to 88 km/hr (55 mi/t[) compared with the original
subsystem=s maximum speed of 72 km/h (45 mi/hr.)

The constant pulse of the vehicle's speed sensor ensues that no more than two ñelds along the videotape capûre a
single LED flash. Field test results at 86 km/hr (53 mi/h) confirrr that only one or two fields along the videotape
captue an LED flash along with a separation field, which contains no LED flash. Separation fields a¡e important
because they ñrnction as terminators of individual LED flashes. Vehicle speeds beyond 88 km/h (55 mi/hr) would
force some LED flashes into separation fields, thereby resulting in incorrect LED flash counts by the LED t¡ack
algorithm during postanalysis of the videotape.

FIGURE 10 LED cluster's relationship in distance
measuring subsystem.

LED Cluts
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Video Acquìsìlíon Cud Approach

A Data Translation DT-3155 video acquisition ca¡d was installed inside the Pentium host computer. Although this card
is not required for postanalysis, it is being waluated as an alternative to the image processor and possibly to the VCR
and VCP. The possible uses of the DT-3155 are twofold. First it could be used to digitize interferograms previously
recorded onto videotape. Sending digitized images from the image processor to the computer for processing requires
that the information flow through several serial port bottlenecls, thus increasing the time for performing postanalysis.
Because the DT-3155 is installed in the host computer, digitization of interferograms occurs directly in tìe computer's
CPU. Once the digitized images are in the host computer's RAlvl, fast post-analysis can be accomplished by the
computer's 100-MHz Pentium CPU instead of the slower 10-MHz image processor.

The second possible use of the DT-3155 is for real-time ñeld image acquisition. The DT-3155 can be triggered by a
Gemini 1000 digital pulse counter to c¿lpture the video ouþut from a CCD video cirmera. The caphred images could be
stored on a removable hard disk drive in the van. This would require that a host computer be instatted in the van. Once
a field run has been completd the operator would bring the removable hard disk drive to the postanalysis facility. At
the facility, the removable hard disk d¡ive would be inserted into another host computer for image analysis. All images
captured on the removable ha¡d disk d¡ive would be ordered sequentially. Each image would be automatically binarized
during acquisition, thus eliminating the need to run a separate binarization algorithm. This would result in vasly
improved efficiency of posønalysis. Each image would require approximately 31.5 K on the removable hard disk d¡ive.
This method ofvideo acquisition would eliminate the need for a frame code generator, VCR, VCP, and the LED cluster.

Inage Processing Algorithms and Software

The image processing zubsystem is composed of both hardware and sofürare (Frgure l1). A discussion of the sofüvare
portion of the image processing subsystem follows.

LED TrackíngAþorìfhm

The LED tracking algorithm uses the image processor to determine when LEDs flash during videotape playback in the
poslprocessing phase. This algorithn scars two square, predefined sections on the image pertaining to the location of
each LED. By comparing pixel intensity values of each section, the algorithm can deternrine whether an LED emitted a
flash. Fields containing an LED flash are considered flagged by the algorithm. Because nro fields along a videotape
may c¿rpture a single LED flash, the algorithm may interpret this sitr¡ation as two LED flashes. To avoid this conflict,
the digital pulse counters used in the towing vehicle are progmmmed to flash the LEDs in a predetermined alternating
sequence. The algorithm has been designed to anticipate this sequence and keeps track of which fields along a
videoøpe pertain to selected mapping intervals. The algorithm also keeps t¡ack of the distance traveled by the road
inspection vehicle for every field containing an LED flash.

Postanalysis of videotaped field trials verifie.d that the LED tracking algorithm is an accurate way to count LED
flashes. The algorithm consistently chose fields along the videotape that contained valid increments of the mapping
interval.

Sereeníng AlgoríÍhm

The screening algorithm rates every flagged field on the videoape containing an LED flash on the basis of the severity
of surfacæ distress encountered. Two subroutines in this algorithm measure the amount of surface dist¡ess in each
flagged field. The roughness (RJI) subroutine determines the arnount ofvertical deformation encountered over a span of
pavement. This subroutine counts the number of fringes in each Ílagged,field to determine the outof-plane deformation
of the surface distress. The second subroutine detennines the change-of-slope index (CSI), the amount of change in the
slope of all fringes of a flagged field. The CSI, whose limits are 0.0000 and 1.0000, is a measure of the roughness of
the surface dist¡ess. A flat surface would yield a CSI close to zero. Surfaces that contain various amounts of out-of-
plane surface dist¡ess would increase the CSI. The maximum upper limit of CSI is 1.0000, which holds tn¡e if all
fringes in a flagged field contain a slope of at least 45 degrees to the horizontal. The user of the road inspection system
decides how the subroutine defines the maximum upper limit on the basis of speciñc requirements.
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FIGURE 11 Three integrated subsystems.

The screening algorithm writes an ASCU file to the computer's hard drive during postprocessing. The ASCII file
contains the disønce traveled by the road inspection vehicle for each flaggeÅ, field, the marimum vertical surface height
deviation, the rougbness value, the CSI, and the frame code along the videotape pertaining to the location of the
particular field. Further analysis, such Írs tlueedimensional surface reconstn¡ction (8) of a specific field, requires
entering the frame code into the computer, thus allowing the VCP to retrieve the ñeld along the videotape. This
procedure eliminates the need to save every flagged field as a g¡aphics file in the computer's hard drive. Table 3
contains the results obtained from comprehensive field testing of this algorithm.
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TABLE 3 Effectiveness of Screening Algorithm with Various Types of Distress

Note: 5 = excellent; 4=very good;3 =good;2:fur; I =poor.

The RII and CSI subroutines performed similarly, which indicates the heavy reliance of each subroutine on the
shadow moiré indication of surface anomalies. Although performance of these subroutines is similar, they differ for
surface distresses involving potholes caused by pavement dislodging. Pavement dislodging usually creates a steep drop,
or depressior¡ in the pavement. The RH subroutine, which is sensitive to vertical deformation along a surface, is better
suited to detecting such distresses tlmn the CSI, which analyzes changes in the horizontal slope of the pavement.

The following nonlinear relationships are indicators of subroutine performance for va¡ious t¡'pes of surface distresses.

These relationships, obtained by fitting the field test dat4 use a least-squares goodness-of-fit criterion.

RH = 3.39 + o.o63SD3 -o.o4teSD -ry
SD"

(27)

and

csr = 68.e6 - 4.4ssD_ 12r.7 
lnllD) 

- g (2E)
SD SD2

where SD refers to system performance relative to a qpecific type of surface distress, as is defined in Table 3.

In an efrort to correlate the surface dist¡ess elevation data obtained from the road inspection vehicle with pavement

assessment values used by various state departments of transportation, it was found thât roughness, an imporønt
indicator of pavement condition, can be determined easily and accurately by the shadow moiré system. In addition, the
shadow moiré system can eliminate most difficulties in acquiring road surface data, while mini¡i2i¡g erro¡s tlat appear
to be inherent in other techniques. Road roughness is one of the major determinants of ride qualrty. Although the

International Roughness Index (IRI) is widely used to quantiry roughness and pavement quahty, a similar index, IM,, is
used in North America. The IRI may be used to determine a pavement serviceability index (9). Roughness is defined
mathematically as the total accumulative vertical deviation over the length of a test section. The units of measure used

Type of Surface Distress System Perfornance Relative to
Tlpe of Surface Distress (SD)

Performance of
Roughness (RII)

Subroutine

Performance of
Changeof-Sþe

Index (CSI)
Subroutine

Sagging and Rutting 5 ) 5

Bùmps 5 5 5

rüashboarding 5 5 5

Out-of-plane cracks 5 5 5

Potholes
with smooth curvature

with semicontinuous curvature
with discontinuous curvaûre

4
3

2

5

4
3

5

4
2

ln-plane cracks I I I
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for roughness are inches and miles, although units of meters and kilometers also may be used. As currently defined,
roughness has no upper limit and its minimum value is zero for a flat surface.

For roughness to be computed, a positive deviation or elevation value must be defined. There are two traditional
methods for defining roughness using elevation deviation values. One is the mean-square-average (MSA) and the other
is the square-root-average (SRA). Refening to Figure 12, we define Âr as the elevation at point t. The MSA is defined

mathematically as Â,?; while the SRA is defined mathematicalfy 
^ rfl

Roughness usually is defined as: 
j a7
I 1^¡t:l

L
where i=1, 2,..., j (the number of data acquisition intervals).

Roughness measures in the transportation sector qurently a¡e obtained from th¡ee categories: (a) a profile numeric
defined directly by a mathematical function from the absolute profile of road surface elwation; (å) summary numerics
measured by a response-tJ¡pe system calibrated to a specific profile or other numeric by conelation; and (c) zubjective
rating of riding quality or pavement serviceability, usually made by a panel of raters within a scale defined by a
subjective description (/0). Differences and errors arise in all three categories because of the way the measuring
instn¡ment responds to tïe road profile and the way the dat¿ are processed. Difficulties inherent in current inspection
systems make inaccuracies unavoidable because the acquired elevation values along the road zurface a¡e functions not
only of surface distress, but also of other factors such as

o Vehicle speed,

o Dynamic response,
. Suspensiondampeningcharacteristicsofinspectionvehicle,
¡ Mass of vehicle and equipment, and
. T)?e of pavement.

A quarter-car simulation normally is used to analyze acquired elevation data (11). The preceding factors are
considerêd in the simulation in an attempt to ñnd the true roughness of the road.

The shadow moiré method keeps track of the number of fringes occurring in the grating for every mapping interval
traveled. By allowing the road inspection qystem to count the number of fringes per image, the absolute I'alue of
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FIGIIRE 12 Roughness definition using elevation
deviation values.
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elevation is automatically obtained for each mapping interval. Each fringe r€presents one contour interval of vertical
deviation. This method does not measure the vertical deviation between the grating and the road pavement; instead it
measures the relative vertical deviation with respect to surface distress. The maximum error that can occur if the
inspection vehicle skips or hops is + Âå. Such an error is not a fr¡nction of the dynamic effects created by the
suspension of the inspection vehicle; hence, it is urinecessary to run a quafer-car sim¡rlation with this method. The
distance, .L, traveled by the inspection vehicle is obtained by using the speed sensor in the Vehicle. Roughness, based on
the shadow moiré method, is defined as

j
2(n-nr)Lh

(2e)

(30)

-l-
v

t

Roughness (in./mi) - i: I

where
i, j = the number of mapping intervals;
n = number of fringes in the frame image;
np. = ilMt, the nr¡mber of fringes corresponding to the tilt of the grating (for flat gratings, np= 0);

Ah: pH/D, a single contour interval expressed in inches; and
L = length of a roadway traveled by vehicle in miles.

Because nr= zlúh, equation (29) may be rewritten as

l
2fuLh-z)j:1

L

where z = the vertical displacement from the horizontal in the tilted grating, as shown in Figure 13 (for flat gratings,
z=0).

Each mapping interval is equal to the length of the grating. In the current shadow moiré road inspection system, the
grating length is approximately 86.36 cm (34 in.). Hence, the road inspection vehicle will acquire data at 86.36-cm
increments along a road surface, efrectively mapping the pavement continuously, without any gaps or overlaps. The

FIGURE 13 Vertical displacement,Z.

roughness value for each mapping interval may be obtained as shown in Figure 14. An average roughness value for a
span ¿ of road section can be derived from the acquired data.

Bínarízdíon Aþorìrhm

This algorithm converts 256 gray-scale images, such as the fringe pattern image shown in Figure 2, into the black-and-

white intensity components (/2), as shown in Figure 15. A binarized image permits faster analysis on both the
computer and the image processor. This algorithm uses a statistical pixel intensity analysis to optimize the contrast

between fringes and backgrounds. Binarization occurs after the algorithm finds the bina¡ization th¡eshold intensity
value (13). Pixel
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FIGURE 14 Typical roughness values for each
mapping interval along a roadway.

FIGURE 15 Black-and-white intensity components of
binariz¿ interferogram image.

intensities that fall below the threshold intensity value are converted to black. Intensities that lie above the threshold
value a¡e converted to white, resulting in black ftinges with white backgrounds. Results of binarization of images
acquired during field testing are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4 Effectiveness of Binarization Algorithm with
Various Types of Pavement

Type of Pavement Performance of
Binarization

Light-colored concrete 5

Concrete with surface degradation 5

Dark asphalt 5

Gravel roads J

Dirt roads 2

Note: 5 = excellent;4:very good;3 = good; 2=fur;1 =poor.
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Frínge Analy sk Aþorífhm

This algorithm uses bina¡ized images to extract the medial or center line of each fringe (Z). The resultant image
comprises fringes that a¡e uni-pixel in thickness (Figure 16). The thinned fringes are then ordered and processed.
Frocessing involves determining the planar coordinates of each fringe and multipþing the appropriate order index by
Â/¿ to determine the vertical displacement of the surface deformation. This leads to a set of three coordinates for any
point along a fringe. The operator may choose the number of points along afringe to process. All three coordinates are
written as an ASCII file by the computer and later plotted to obtain a threedinensional surface distress reconstn¡ction.
The effectiveness of this algorithm is related to the quality of binariz¿tion of the image.

Í'IGIIRE 16 Thinned interferogram image.

Ro ad In sp ecÍìon S oftw ar e

The road inspection softira¡e consists of a user-friendly master program and sweral small files. This softrvare was
written in the C progamming language and nrns under MS-DOS. The LED tracking, screening, binariz¿tion, and
fringe analysis algorithms were integrated into the executable road inspection progam. The softwa¡e is a stand-alone
tool for amlyang and processing images acquired from the road inspection vehicle. Following are featu¡es of the
softrva¡e:

o p¡scsssing of images directly from videoøpe or stored graphics files;
o Image scrsBning, resulting in roughness and change ofslope indexes;
o Image binarization (automatic or manual fhrssþelrling);
¡ Extraction of threedimensional ASCtr data for contour plotting;
o LED flash tracking to determine distance traveled;
o Extraction of ASCÍI screening data including frame code and roadway locations;
o Fast location of LED images by means of point-anddick mouse operation;
o Location of frane codes for videotape playback;
o Location of interferogram boundary edges by means of mouse operation;
o Full VCP control such as field-by-field playback, fast forward, fast rwerse, and stop;
o Autoload conñguration file; and
. Help screelrs.

Figure 17 depicts the relationship between the various algorithms.
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ASCII OUTPUT

ASCII OUTPUT

FIGURE 17 Relationship between image processing algorithm
sequence.

PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

The road inspeaion vehicle has been designed to accommodate the needs of the road inspection community. The
vehicle is affordable and can acquire large amounts of data at typical highway speeds and requires minimal
maintenance and calibration. Implementation of this technology is targeted at small road maintenance organizations,
such as those at the county level. It is believed that such organizations would benefit the most from this type of road
inspection vehicle because of its modest cost-approxirnately $60,00fwhich includes a trailer and all necessary

ancillary equipment. The road inspection qystem is straighfonvard and simple, thereby eliminating the need for highly
trained individuals to operate it. It is expected that both private and county road inspection organizations will realize
substantial financial savings in addition to obtaining fast and unbiased road inspection information by using the
described shadow moiré road inspection system.
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CONCLUSIONS

The field test described in this report has resulted in several advancements and improvements over the original shadow
moiré road inspection system. Advancements include alarger and more efficient glating, the ability to conduct road
inspection at higher speeds, more accnrate distance tracking over swerely distressed roadways, a higbly optimized
lighting system, and the introduction of digital video storage as an alternative to using the U-Matic analog videotape.
In addition, user-friendly road inspection software has been written for postanalysis of the videotape. All algorithms
originally incorporated into this software were rewritten to make them more efficient and less time-conzuming to use

when assessing road surface conditions. These advancements have resulted in an affordable and user-friendly road

inspection system designed for high-volume daa acquisition in connection with autonated highway inspection. The
shadow moiré road inspection qystem effectively assesses roadway pavement conditions at velocities up to 88 km/hr (55

mi/h), regardless of va¡iations in vehicle qpeed. The resolution of the cu¡rent system facilitates detection of an 1/8-in.
out-of-plane deviation ofthe road surface. Better resolution is possible by decreasing the pitch ofthe grating, which is
2 mm in the current version of the road inspection system. Gratings of smaller pitch require very precise workmanship
during construction, thereby increasing cost substantially. From the field tests conducted to date, a resolution between
3/16 in. andl/4 in. results in effective mapping of all significant out-of-plane road surface distresses. Although the use

of higher resolutions would result in the acquisition of more surface information, processing time would increase
significantly

Several different sites in northern Illinois were used as testing g¡ounds for the road inspection system. Site selection
w¿s based on testing the reqponse of the system to five types of pavement: light+olored concrete, concrete with surface

degradation, dark asphalt, gravel roads and di¡t roads. The performance of the bina¡ization algorithm is related 1o the
type of pavement, as shown in Table 4. The system performance for assessing surface dist¡esses is, in hrrn, related to
the performance of the bina¡ization algorithm.

The q¡pes of surface disfress detected by the road inspection system include eggrng, rutting, bumps, washboarding,
and potholes. Although the shadow moiré system is sensitive to out-of-plane cracking, it usually cannot detect in-plane
cracking.

The surface dist¡esses detected by this system have been quantified by means ofthe rougbness and the CSI indexes.

Roughness is a measure of the out-of-plane elevation or depression of a road zurface in inches divided by the distance
traveled by the road inspection vehicle in miles. The CSI index measures the change in slope of the surface being
assessed. Both roughness and CSI indexes, and their variations in magnihrde along a highway, are vritten onto the
hard disk drive of the host computer. Relative threedimensional zurface dimensions also maybe saved on the hard disk
for later contour plotting.

The prospect of real-time ¡oad surface data processing and reporting is an important consideration. The deployment
of fast 32- and 64-bit video processors and CPUs will permit real-time data processing in the future. Such technology
will eliminate the need to store shadow moiré interferogr¿rms on videotape for later processing of raw data.

The shadow moiré road inspection system eliminates the need for lane closu¡es, eliminates bias in data gathering and
analysis, aad requires only fivo individuals, at most, to operate. In addition, the system will provide gtreater safety for
the public and individuals operating the system under tlpical highway conditions.
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